[Effectiveness of blood pressure home monitoring. Synopsis of systematic reviews.]
Home blood pressure monitoring (HmBPM) is as a valuable and useful tool for hypertension management; some uncertainties remain about benefits of intervention in clinical practice. To assess the effects of home blood pressure monitoring on blood pressure values. A search on the following databases The Cochrane Library, Medline, CINAHL, Embase, Web of Science was carried out on January the 12 2016 . The records retrieved were analysed independently and those which met the inclusion criteria were gathered as full text. In the synopsis were included only systematic reviews with meta-analysis of Randomised Controlled Trials comparing home blood pressure monitoring with ambulatory (ABPM) or hospital (HsBPM) blood pressure monitoring. AMSTAR checklist was used to evaluate reviews quality while for comparing meta-analysis it was proceeded to index of Higgins I2 analysis. Five systematic reviews met inclusion criteria. The overall methodological quality of included studies was high. Range of I2 was equal to 37%-72% (moderate to high heterogeneity). Compared to ABPM, HsBPM or standard of care, HmBPM was associated with moderate but statistically significant reduction in systolic blood pressure (weighted mean difference from -2.50 mmHg to -4.25 mmHg) and diastolic blood pressure (weighted mean difference from -1.45 mmHg to -2.37 mmHg). The reduced size of HmBPM effect results in a moderate benefit in clinical practice. Potential advantages on blood pressure control are dependent on patient ability to perform and interpret HmBPM results as well as health professionals to use recorded data to introduce or modify drug therapy and improve the overall compliance to antihypertensive treatment. HmBPM is more effective in reducing systolic and diastolic blood pressure compared to other interventions but the clinical significance of its effect is moderate.